Every Day (BAR) - Buddy Holly
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C    G7    F    C7    Bb    Eb    Ab    F7

Intro:  C / G7 / C  F / C  G7 /

C          F          G7          C          F          G7
Every day it's a-gettin' closer, going faster than a roller coaster,
C                    G7
Love like yours will surely come my way
C          F          G7          C          F          G7
Every day it's a-gettin' faster, everyone said, "go ahead and ask her"
C                    G7
Love like yours will surely come my way

F          Bb
Every day seems a little longer, every way love's a little stronger
Eb          Ab          G7
Come what may, do you ever long for true love from me?

C          F          G7          C          F          G7
Every day it's a-gettin' closer, going faster than a roller coaster,
C                    G7
Love like yours will surely come my way
C                    G7
Love like yours will surely come my way

IT'S SO EASY (BAR) - Buddy Holly

F          C          Bb          C          F          Bb          C7          F
It's so easy to fall in love, it's so easy to fall in love

F          C          Bb          C          F          Bb          C7          F
People tell me love's for fools, so here I go, breakin' all the rules
Bb          F          F7          Bb          G7
It seems so easy, so doggone easy, it seems so easy, where you're concerned, my heart has learned

F          C          Bb          C          F          Bb          C7          F
It's so easy to fall in love, it's so easy to fall in love

F          C          Bb          C          F          Bb          C7          F
Look in-to your heart and see what your love book has set apart for me
Bb          F          F7          Bb          G7
It seems so easy, so doggone easy, it seems so easy, where you're concerned, my heart has learned

F          C          Bb          C          F          Bb          C7          F
It's so easy to fall in love, it's so easy to fall in love
THAT’LL BE THE DAY (BAR)-Buddy Holly

F7         Bb          F
Well,… you give me all your lovin’ and your… turtle dovin’…

Bb
All… your hugs and kisses and your… money too

F7      Bb          F
Well,…… you know you love me, baby,… until you tell me, maybe (TRIPLETS COMING UP)

G7                                   C7
That some day, well, I'll be through!

    Bb
    Well, that’ll be the day, when you say, goodbye..., yes...

    F          F7
    That’ll be the day, when YOU MAKE ME CRY, AH

    Bb
    You say, you’re gonna leave, you know it’s a lie ‘cause

    F          C7          F
    That’ll be the day, when I die.  (Coda- end abruptly on the upstroke)

    Bb
    When Cupid shot his dart,….. he shot it at your heart……

    Bb
    So if we ever part and I leave you…..

    Bb
    You say you told me an’ you……told me boldly, (TRIPLETS COMING UP)

    G7          C7
    That some day, well, I'll be through.  Well, (CHORUS  “That’ll be the day….”)